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1.1 The Problem 

1 
INTRODUCTION 

\Vater charges! are at the core of irrigation management, with implications for the 
management of water resources in general. Given the diversity of interests involved in water
resource use and the scope for conflict among those interests, setting water charges is a 
difficult balancing act. The socially optimal level of water charges would, ideally, satisfy 
society's objectives in economic efiiciency an.d social justice. 

• Economic efficiency equally applies to water users, suppliers and taxpayers. It can be 
quantified in an objective way, by investigating how close the trading price ofthe 
resource is to the price it would attract in its best alternative use, its opportunity cost. 
lf price paid is less than the opportunity cost, using the resource causes an efficiency 
loss. 

• Social justice requires equitability in the distribution of the financial and non-financial 
costs and benefits of water use~ between groups ofusers, between users and the 
wider community, and between generations. Social justice is a subjective perception 
of objective factors, and it may conflict with the efficiency objective. 

For most goods, markets provide a means for price discovery that best satisfies the 
above criteria. It has been only recently that market mechanisms were allowed to play a role 
in water charging in Australia; in the auctioning of water entitlements in new irrigation 
schemes and the gradual introduction of transferable entitlements for existing schemes. Kaine 
et aL ( 1991) provide some examples of how markets for water entitlements could assist in 
achieving, simultaneously, indhidual users' profit objectives and the broader community's 
environmental goals. 

\Vater supply and use has unique characteristics: a monopoly supplier, many users, 
especially in irrigation, and external effects on others that are not reflected in the payment for 
\Vater. i\.s these characteristics increase the likelihood of market failure, there are substantive 
arguments for some regulation of the market. However, administratively setting charges is a 
complicated task: 

• There is no single level of water charge that could be called the social optimum. 
Rather, all interested parties ('stakeholders') have their own minimum requirements 
('thresholds') that may, or may not, be reconcilable. Each threshold has theoretical 
and practical advantages/disadvantages from the point of view of the dual social 
objectives of efficiency and justice. 

1 Traditionally. the price for irrigation water has been established more ,by administrative means than by 
market mechanisms. For reas<:ms of clarity, a distinction is made in the r~ of tflc p~pcr·~~·ec;11 price 
(defined as the result of market bidding between suppliers and customers) and a charge (that is 
administratively set). 
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• The desires of all stakeholders can rarely be satisfied at the same time, and a 
compromise is needed. Unfortunately, even if the outcome is the same, people tend 
to accept any conflict resolution more easily if they negotiated it than when it is 
imposed on them by outsiders. 

1.:2 Objective of the Paper 

Awareness of the implicit assumptions and limitations of different thresholds and their 
relationship with the interests of the players is necessary for policy setting on water charges, 
and it is hoped that this paper may assist policy makers by reviewing these issues. Hence, the 
purpose of this paper is to: 

L identify the stakeholders in rural water supply, 
iL re\riew the stakeholders' interests in using water resourccst and 
iii. describe each stnkcholder's preferred thresholds in determining water charges. 

The interests of the supplier and users are outlined in the next two sections. These are 
followed by a review of third parties, those constituting different sections of society, living in 
different regions. and future generations. 

It is not the objective of the paper to offer the method for indentifying the socially 
optimal level of water charge. Instead, the final section contains some observations of the 
options for resolving the problem of conflicting objectives and of the analytical approaches 
aimed at finding a compromise between the various interests. 

2 
THE SUPPLIER 

Due to the high capital requirements and various institutional factors (e.g., the power to 
resume land), rural water storage and supply systems worldwide have been mostly funded and 
operated by governments. The organizations operating the systems were, initially~ also part of 
the government bureaucracies, but over the years they have become more separate entities. In 
some countries (e.g., Britain, New Zealand) some sections have been put on a commercial 
footing or even privatized. This process has markedly changed the attitudes of suppliers to 
water charges. 

2.1 Subsidized Service Orientation 

Infrastructure for rural water supply has been typically built by governments all.over the 
world. As the initial objective was overwhelmingly .rural development (attracting settlers to 
rural areas in Australia, alleviation of rural poverty in India), to be facilitated throusJt 
irrigation schemes, establishment and operating costs mostly have been met .from gtwerJliJlent 
budgets. Under such circumstances, the agency runnh1g the scheme on behalf of the 
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government was not concerned about the way water charges were set, or if users were 
charged at all, as the difference between costs and revenues was forthcoming from the 
government budget as a subsidy (see Pearce. and Warford 1993, pp. 174-179, for exampl¢s). 

Such a pure subsidy orientation. is not prevalent in developed countries nowadays, as 
governments are trying to reduce outlays and user charging for services is gairuog grou11d. 
The t1rst sign that the old status quo is becoming less S\lpportable is a change in language: the 
expression 'subsidy' is replaced with euphemism such as 'community service obligation'. 
Subsequent change reduces the. role of government in running and financing rural water
supply schemes, but rarely as radically as in New Zealand{Gar:rard 1989, Boston et al. 1991). 
There is usually a period of transition to a commercial orientation, its length determined by 
the relative strength of the rural lobby and the political will to change. The budget constraint 
of the supplier hardens only gradually, and there remains a scope for obtaining subsidies from 
the state budget \Vhile this situation exists, the supplier may be more interested .in lobbying 
for subsidies than in reducing its dependence on thern by trying to recover its costs from water 
charges. 

2.2 Commercial Orientation 
A hard budget constraint is the precondition of a commercial orientation. That is, the 

supplier must cover its costs from its own revenues, and there is either no government subsidy 
or the supplier has no influence over its leveL The interest of a commerciallyMoriented 
supplier is to cover the actual costs ofits operations and return a profit. 

There is often a confusion about the definition of various cost items. Fixed and variable 
costs are usually separated, but it is not always apprectated that their definitions depend on 
the time horizon considered. In the long run all costs ar~ variable, while .from one day to the 
next there may be no scope to vary any of them. If single years are considered, vCiriable costs 
consist of operating and maintenance (O&M) costs that are expend~d for the physical 
operation and maintenance (but not renewal or repiacement) ofthe facilities. Over the same 
period, fixed costs are mainly those associated with the existence of capital items (e.g., debt 
service for past investment and sinking fund for .future renewal), There are grey areas: e.g.1 

salaries of people on long-term contract may be a fixed cost from one year to the next. While 
commercially-oriented suppliers (unlike subsidized service providers) c~n be expected to have 
a clear picture of their O&lvl costs, the identification of capital costs is likely to be a problern. 
There are two methods for that: the utility approach and the cash-needs approach (Raftelis 
1993). 

2.2.1 Costing capital through th~ utility approach 

The utility approach relies on standard accounting [llles for the detennin~ticni ofca,.pital 
costs. These are derived from depreciation and a4Justed for chal}g¢s of the C'\pital stpck in 
the yeart 'contributions in aid for constroction? and 'cu$torner capital acivances' •. In lhe U,S., 
there are strict .rules .governing the return a utility can .achieve. 'Allowabler · inve~tm~nt b,y the 
owners forms the rate base and the return is linked toi iot~rest p~yooept~ on Pl1tstandb~g ~~\)t, 
the funding of certain capital items, and a qiyidend to inve~tQfS, Tl\~ CQ$t of;.d~bldU)~<. CPst of 
equity make up· the rate of return: cost of .debt is paym~nts on bortoWiqgs aod cost o£ equity 



is a percentage the utility is allowed to pay to equity holders. Govemment+owned utilities 
may not aim to p;:ty return on equity. 

The advantage ofthe utility approach is that clear roles CJJ;"e follQwed and tbe, $~pe for 
conflict over the ,determination of charses is reduced. One, of the problem$ Witll 'Water 
markets is the unequal bargaining pow¢r of the many small customers and ~i.cally mo11opqly 
suppliers. Justifiably or not, customers are suspicio11s that suppliers will use their monopoly 
power to reap l1nfair profits. Having clear rules for the supplier to follow is on.e WilY pf 
allaying fears among custo.mers. For this reason, the utility approach has been, used as ;a tool 
for regulating varl.ous privately.-owned utilities. Against this greater social acceptability ()tthe 
approach there is a considerable disadvantage facing management: the allowed revenue lev~ls 
may be well below or above the actual cash-flow requirements. making it difficult 'to tun the 
utility as a business. 

2.2.2 Costing capital through the cash~needs approach 

Predicted actual cash requirements form the basis of the cash~needs approach. Capital 
costs are made up of such components as debt service (principal. and interest), capital ,outlays 
as and when necessary and contributions to reserve funds. While this approach matches 
government budget practices (i.e., cash accounting} and allows flexibility, it has disadvanbtges 
also. If financial reponing is done following standard accounting practices, large net profits 
or shortfalls can appear. rt is subjective, requiring both good. judgement about future capital 
requirements and an ability to justify one's decisions in face of criticism. Ifthe supplier has 
unconstrained monopoly power, there is little incentive to be frugal with e"penditures. 

Given its greater latitude, the cash-needs approach . would be preferred by an 
entrepreneurial. supplier over the .restrictive utility approach. However, charges set on the 
basis of the less businesslike utility approach may be more acceptable to clients and 
regulators, since they are based on ~objective, rules and are Jess likely to f}uctuat~. 

2.2.3 Consequences of past decisions 

Deciding on the best way to treat current capital costs is solving only part of the 
problem, as it does not deal with adverse consequences of past investment decisions, As in. 
most other countries, economic efficiency was rarely the main decision criterion in the 
development of At1stralia' l' water resources, The overriding policy objective of regional 
development? coupled with easier money than today, hhad encour~ged investment. in nQI}
ecpnomic facilities and over-engineering of systems?' (Industry Commission 1992~ ,p. ·S~). "0n 
both commercial and environmental .grounds, some parts of the public ini~11tion: systems ..• 
will not warrant refUrbishment,. (p~ 206). In other words, rates of retum to past :bwest.me11t 
may be low or negative when calculated over .asset values .based on the ·current cost. of 
replacing the item,J 

2 A~lia is not unique in th,is :rc~. . 111~. ·.~~ ·~ppij~, t() the (;QUJIID~: Jl): ~e ~~ia.+~a~wc .(ESCAP 
193l., p, 7).and develqpcd cquntrie~;suc;h,as tl)~ u.s:~4/17~cc (HcmJ1~on::I~~7,:l'P; ~~~?.S~ PI)· .. 

3 This 'dcpnval v~ue~ is ~:~cco11nyn~m'"MU:~h ai~i;d:~t.:~d~~ngW~ @I.ICS qf;i~~i·~:9C 
different age. While it .could mean :Qppotttll)ity co~ (e•g~, t;ipi@i~ t¢v~Pil~·tfgr~~~ lf; ci~piiy~ :of:~ 
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The issues ofstanciard of s~rvicc;; ass~t Ya14ation, p}l;trg~~sc~i(\g;po}ipy «mqqte~l'ps:~~ 
unscparable. Past investment often led; to ,~ stc(gq~d of .,~cf:viqe. Jn, ~"¢~$& .Qe t}le 'mhvmum 
required (e.g., in dam safety) or the .econornig optimum {e:g.,.ln "l'¢1i~~ility of';sppply)+ · Whll-r 
not charged even the full co~ts of delivery, w~~er Y$er.~ ··.~~· ~appy ·enQti~b ~tq a,~ceJ)t ~· N~ 
standard of ~ervice; iffaced. with .paying fUll costs, they b~~in to think about \:val~e:fqr.m~m~y. 
Overly high st~dards of service are economically inefficient~ wit~ qqst~ botne,eit11er by'W11t~r 
users (if forced to pay for a service they do not need) or by t~p~yers (if. s~b$idi.zed service 
delivery below cost is continued) .. Still, adju~tments of stand~tds pf ~el\'ic:e 'IDi\y ·no~ ·t>~ 
possible for technical reasons and tem1inadon nfthe service may be p9litic~ly \lnacc:ept~b,l¢. 
In .some cases, objective circumstances ( climatet soils., etc.) in the sc:hf!me area 'P1CJ.Y not allow 
such productive activities that would recot~p cv~n the delivery cost of wa~er pro.videct at • 
bare minimum standard. 

If the supplier is expected to recover historical co~ts ofc~tablishment (Le., service the 
debt and generate a rate ofreturn on past investment), the ch~ugeit must set may exceed wh•t 
its customers are willing to pay. If valuation of .the supply infrastructure is tp be done on th~ 
basis of expected earnings capacity (capitalized future revent~e flows), th~ level .pf water 
charges must be kno',\ITI first. Decisions about these matters ate often out of:the 'hands. ofthe 
supplier that merely manages the underperforming, usually publicly owned .asset.s. In the,end, 
government policy decisions are needed that consider the interests ofall parties and tind· the 
best compromise. 

3 
THE WATER U·SERS 

Water users are, obviously, direct beneficiaries of water use. They llleiY also suffer 
disadvantage through their water-using activities (e.g,, waterlogging and salinatio~ of 
irrigated farms). 

~1'ost customers of rural water-supply schemes are fann businesses; .urb4tt utilities. ami 
industrial users are fewer in number. \Vhile larger industrial users and water utilities may nave 
some counterweight to the monopoly supplier, small users are no match, For this r:e~SOQ; Cll,ld 
due to the increased uncertainty compared to administratively determined, fix~(j .. cbarges, slllal.l 
users are understandably apprehensive about free-market regimes that a reform pr:oc¢s~· may 
introduce. At the same time, fanners particularly are suspicious of regulators B.lld 
bureaucratic solutions to issues such as determining water charges. 

While it is in the customers' interest to minimize water cllafges, this is n()t their only 
objective. Entitlements to water and the extent offanner:s, prQpei"tyrights over them(i.e., the 
right to trade them) have an effect on land values. At ·some stage, ent,itletnelits ·may'b~<>lrte a 
separate commodity. As such, the trade vaJues of water ti~ltts~ lal'ld y~lles· and \Vater 9hatges 
are closely linked and decision makers should :take all three .into. c<>nsid¢.-a(ion. 

item). in practice it seems to be just ihe current cost ()fr~l~ing Ule ite111. ]11e,lattcr is cJ~Iy,defident, as 
it does·not address the issue if it would be justified to·replace·.the item .if.~R1~llOW·4~priv~,.Q,fiJ, 



3.1 Approximating Users~ Thresholds 

As there are no water markets~ then:~ ar~ no direct way~ .to di$¢over the level of water 
charges that is acceptable to users. As. user:s. do not usually volunteer inlorrnado11 about their 
reservation level for water charges, the latter need to ·be identified through. h:tdirect fileatts 1 

Detem1inat.ion of users, capacity to pay through budg~ting is a usual practice, and the 
numbers obtained are sometimes used for the willingness to PC!Y· 

3.1.1 Capacity and willingness to Pay 

Profit maximization alone . is inadeq{Jate to expl~in . business decision~malciQs; 
particularly by small businesses such as farms (e.g., Anderson, PiUon an~ Fflir.daker l977). 
There are other objectives in addition to profit, and sorne ofthern. :may be in cQnflict. Risk 
aversion is now widely accepted as a motivation influ~ncing economic decision~m~ing, amfit 
has become part of mainstream cost·bcnefit analysis (e.g .• Pearce ~nd brash 19al, Ch. 5), 

In a textbook market~ buyers accept or reject a price, th~s showing if they find it 
acceptable for their purposes. Depending on demand, sell(!rs may be forced to r¢duce the 
price or they may have the scope to increase it, In the absence of .a mllr.ket, the b1.1yers' 
objective and subjective situations need to be considered when setting. water chafges~ 
Capacity to pay (CTP) and willingness to pay (WTP) are measures used for dus purpgse, To 
make a distinction between objective .and subjective .conditions, perhaps a sharper distinction 
is made here between CTP and \VTP than is usual in the literature. 

CTP is defined here as a measure of objective conditions. For valuing .110 input of 
production, as measured by outsiders, CTP tends to be based on a deteiTllinistig:profit.a.nalysis 
that ignores risk. If so, it cannot be the sole determinant of any one ·user~s decisions. It also 
needs to be stipulated if CTP is to refer to the current .situation where production stru.cture, 
enterprise mix and technolob'Y are fixed, or to .a. potential situation. where a dif(erertt:(pos$iply 
better) enterprise mix and technology can be used. Where current ~d potential CTP differ, 
planners should make allowances for the costs of transition from ·.the current system to the 
potential one. These ma:v be prohibitively high in the short run but dimini~h over tim~, 
following the pattern of replacing assets that determine production in the short :run. 

\Villingness to pay (WTP) for a resource is determined by users, subjective perception 
of their capacity to pay, and it is a function of utility ex:pected. from. using a t(!source. ·For a 
given technology option, \VTP is equal to CTP only for purely profit•maJcimizing de~ision
makers who are indifferent to risk or operate in a perfectly predict~ble environment .. tl~~t JS1 

never. With multiple objectives, including risk aversion, and an. uncertain cn;vironment, WTP 
is less than CTP. The extent to which CTP a11d \\TP diverge is a function .pf; (a) ~~ch ;q~r~s 
objective conditions (financial situation, phase in the family cycle, . e~ent pf ti~k av~rsj~n, 
etc.); (b) the user's subjective perception of the probabilities. of ·fut11re outcom~s (we~tll~r, 
prices, etc.); and (c) the user's goal struct1,1re. Using a determini$tic .CTJ] in ljeq ()f,the 'tJ\1~ 
WTP is, therefore, a very severe simplification. lt intrQduces.. a ~y$tematic bl!$ in ;the 
estimation, as CTP must be e?Cpectcd to exceed wrP under :nonna.l condition$, for a:. given 
enterprise. and technology combination. 

However, utility functions cannot be satisfac:torily aggre~~ted (Mow's Jmp~~sipility 
Theorem: see Just, Rueth ~nd Schmitz 1982, pp. 4~-45)~ Jle11ce, ev~n if~~ individ\lal 
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decision-makers, utility f-unctions, and \VTP, could be ,d~riv~d, on~ should rmt e~pect. to 
obtain a single value for the water resource that is applicable to a t~giort .. As the \VIP eHd.t~ 
from individual users is the only info.rmation available, it n~eds to .be us~d - but with cauticm. 

Another problem with CTP/\VTP is its static; natU.re,. making it relevant oh1y to on~ 
point in time. If \VTP is to be used as a basis for $etUng water charges, it would have tp b~ 
recaluted regularly to allow for the tluctuations in wrP following changes in the pbys~c(ll, an(! 
economic environments. This is expensive, hence a .sub$titute for · recah:ulating \VTP is 
desirable. "the usual cost .. saving calc~lations .,. attached by simple engineerii\g studies•• tend 
to be restricted to recalculating profit with a different cost for one input (Just, lll.leth anti 
Schmitz 1982, p. 155). However, this is an. unsatisfactory way of predicting welfar~.effects.of 
changes in the price of an input in a production system. Relative factor .prices determine the 
production structure, hence change in one price m~y lead to Cl: rea1igl1Jllent of the production 
system. Hedonic pricing may be better suited to monitor welfare changes. 

3.1.2 Hedonic pricing 

Hedonic pricing is a method that has been used for the valuation of non-market goods, 
e.g., air quality or noise (Pierce and Nash 1981, pp. 136-13.9). \Vhere the value ofthe good 
itself cannot be established in a market framework, a closely related market for some otbe~; 
good is used as a threshold (such as real-estate prices in areas where there are ~ignifica.Jlt 
differences in air quality or noise leveis). In the pseudo ... market. situation of water supply, 
hedonic pricing may be used for updating information on WTP. 

In the case of water charges, the closest market is that for water entitlement~. 
Although the current lcve! of charges influences the level of prices paid for entitlement~, the 
two together are stili the best indicator of \VTP. The market for water entitlements i~ cieMly 
closely related to demand for irrigation water. The conceptual requirement ,pfidentical utility 
functions for consumers becomes less restrictive if a'-1ual transactions are taken to indicate the 
marginal rather than the average WTP. The problem of too few transactions may p~rsist, and 
observed 'market' prices for entitlements may need to be subjectively smoothed out using 
expert opinion. 

3.2 Negative Effects on Users 

Waterlogging and salination are examples of 'collateral damage' th~t irrigation fanners 
can inflict upon themselves through water use. For some time~ the remedying of such 
symptoms, via various soil-conservation techniques such .e1s .drainage, wa.s tr~ted as an issu~ 
quite separate from water supply. The subsidies provided in developed countries for soil 
conservation thus constituted an indirect subsidy on irrigation w~ter use: t1sers Wf!ff! not 
paying the full cost of resource use even . if they happened to pay the full cost of water 
delivery, If water is in short supply, this practice disadv;mtages potential users of the w~t~r 
who cannot obtain allocations even if their water \lse would ,not ~reate a,. need for ,~,sociateti 
soil conservation. Hence, it is in the interest ofholders of water allocations to keep the cpsts 
of soil conservation separate from those of water supply .. 
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Fighting on-farm damage from irrigation. provides ~orne indication ofthe v~ue of water 
in irrigated agriculture. The amount water us(!.rs themselves are WiUi~g to colilffijt to 
amelioration must be proportionate with the e;(pectt'!d benefits from water use. l-Ie<.iorli9 
pricing that considers the expected. produqtion loss without hnprovement, costs of irrig"tion. 
water and the costs of amelioration can indicate the lower .n,mge ofWTP for irrigation water. 

4 
THIRD PARTIES 

Effects of water use on third parties~ actual costs or lost opportunities caused to other$, 
are as yet rarely included in water charges. Such impacts of water use on well-identifiable 
third panics as salination or pollution have been relatively well documented and quantified. 
lv1uch more difficult is the identification. and quantit1cation of such effects as, e,g., habitat 
change due to altered seasonal flows. Concerted actions by sections of society not directly 
involved in water use in particular localities have shown that there is broader community 
conce.m about local decisions. \¥hilc such concern must not be ignored and it should be 
reflected in water charges if appropriate, it is also difficult to measure. 

4.1 Contemporaneous Interests 

4.1.1 Identifiable third parties 

Externalities and secondary costslbenefit.s refer to effects on third parties. 'Externality' 
is mostly used to denote a negative physical impact (technical externality; siltation, salinity, 
etc.), but it can also be positive (e.g., flood-mitigating effect of a dam built for irrig~tion, 
higher water table providing more moisture at root level). Secondary costs and benefits are 
third--party effects quantified in money tenns, sometimes called pecuniary externalities. 

Third panics di!'advantaged by others using water can expect to be compensated. The 
'polluter pays' principle is gaining acceptance and can take the fonn of salt levies, drainage 
charges, etc. added to the water charge to 'internalize' what used to be a negative externality. 
Apart from collecting funds for financial compensation, these also send a price message and 
can reduce the activity that generates negative third~party effects. Economic efficiency (Uld 
fairness can coincide: if the economic activity b still viable after pa.ying appropriate 
compensation then its continuation leads to a net social gain. 

People suffering negative externalities are likely to be vocal about their int~r~sts, 
lobbying the regulator to act on their behalf, or seek compensation through legal meallS. 
Those enjoying positive externalities would rarely come forwilfd on their owrr volition. There 
are examples where external beneficiaries. have ~contributed' tq the costs of building or 
running water-supply infrastructure, after is W(l$. completed (e.g,, town~ paying for· flood 
mitigation that originally was not the reason for·bl1ilging a dam). Even if identified, the legal 
grounds to collect some kind of rent from them are not firm. 
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4.1.2 Regional and sectional interest$ 

It is clearly in the interest of a region or section of society to secure and maintain a n~t 
inflow of external resources, and water-supply schemes have been a .popular vehicle for that. 
As the regional impact of water-supply schemes can be significant, governments have u!:;ed 
them as tools for regional development worldwide. The establishment of the scheme 
represents an initial transfer of resource~ into the region and, if water charges do .not recover 
the costs of supply, the transfer may continue in the form of subsidies. 

Perfectly rationally, regions and sections of society seck to maximize the amount of 
subsidy that can be extracted from governments and lobby to achieve that. The subsidy is 
particularly critical in the case of such water-supply schemes that do not cover even their 
operating costs. ~1.any irrigation schemes around the world fall in this category: farmers do 
not have the capacity to pay fbr the full cost of water. Driven by efficiency considerations, 
national-level decision-makers would nowadays at least consider the closure of such schemes. 
This might have disastrous local effects on the water users and, possibly, on thf! regions 
through economic flow-on effects. In their fight against such eventualities, regional/secti<:mal 
lobbies find a natural ally in the supplier whose importance would be reduced by the closure. 

The case JiUt up to prove the value of resource transfers to the region or a section of 
water users usually emphasizes regional benefits, often making use of regional multiplier 
effects calculated with input/output analysis. Less common is the elaboration of the 
opportunity cost of cutting out subsidies, complete with details of such effects as increased 
welfare payments to the region and the social effects of resulting unemployment. 4 

4.1.3 General community interests 

Media reports often suggest that the interest of the community5 is twofold: (i) 
maximum utilization of the existing, publicly-owned infrastructure, and (H) using the water 
resource in the way that creates most benefits. Depending on the meaning given to these 
objectives, they may be in conflict. 

(i) Utilization of infrastructure 

Making most of existing assets is a laudable objective, but different criteria for 
measuring achievement can have contradictory implications. At the uimplistic level, maximum 
utilization is sometimes equated to running the infrastructure at full capacity ("since we; have 
it we must use it"). Such an interpretation ignores the fact that some infrastructure items 
cannot be operated profitably and the community may be better off if they were not used at 
all. 

A more sophisticated measure of utilization of the infrastructure is the rate of returns to 
assets (ROR), possibly leading to the prescription of a target or threshold rate. While this 
creates the appearance of doing something to ensure efficient use of assets, it makes 

4 This kind of analysis is complicated in countries with a stitelfcdt:r~. government structure. If one level of 
government pays tl1e subsidy to wat~r users while welfare pCJyroents are cove.red .by t,Pe . other~ ·~ 
replacement of subsidies with welfare payments involves two budgetary prpcesses and blwres the 
incentives. 

s By 'general community', those members of the community are meant who are not part of the 4uscr', 
•supplier' or 'identifiable third party' categories. 
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questionable economic sense. The denominator of the ROR is asset values, but as&et 
valuation is not an exact science. The only firm refcfence point, historical cost, is irrelevant 
for current decision~making: it cannot be changed (it is 'sunk'), and due to inflation and 
devclopmrmts in technology it may bear little resemblance with the cost of building the item 
today. Using the current replacement cost (or ~depriva1 value) is no solution1 and not merely 
because it too becomes obsolete and has to be recalculated regularly. Construction costs, past 
or present, actual or imputed, may differ substantially from the true value of an existing item ... 
its market value. The estimate often used to approximate the market value of an asset is its 
capitalized future income-earning capacity that, in turn, is a function of the charge users PCiY· 
lienee, the ROR and the charge are mutually dependent on each other and one cannot be 
calculated without first fixing the other. 

Even if it could be calculated in a meaningful and accurate way, ROR would still rem~n 
an accounting category rather than something on which decisions about the future can be 
based. The decisi\·e criterion relevant for measuring the efficiency of operating an 
infrastructure item is whether the benefits generated exceed the variable (i.e., avoidable) costs 
or not. If the an:;wer is no, termination of supply is the best decision. If yes, keeping the item 
in operation is the right decision, and the issue then becomes how to maximize the value from 
its use. ft is in the community's interest to move beyond the recovery of variable costs only. 
This may involve covering all costs (including unavoidable ones such as debt service) and 
achieving a return on investmert. The \Vorld Bank requires in its investment projects the 
recovery of 11at least the public sector's operation and ma,intenance costs and up to 100 per 
cent of all direct public costs of proje. Duane 1975), with actual recovery rates falling far 
short of total costs. This policy allowed . ...ch discretion in practice. 

(ii) Benefits from water use 

Community benefits from water use take many forms, with community perceptions 
about the benefits changing over time. The most important current trend is the increasing 
relative importance of environmental objectives at the expense of economic use, e.g,, power 
generation or irrigation. l\1aximization of benefits would assume the water can be reallocat~d 
between different uses. This is often not the case, either for physical reasons (existing 
infrastructure may be too inflexible to allow it) or for legal reasons (commitments made to 
maintain a particular water use at a certain level). 

Maximization of benefits from water use requires the estimation of benefits from 
various uses. Revenue from paying customers is easily measured in dollar terms, but the 
maintenance of environmental attributes or recreational values elude such measurement. 
Nevertheless, as they are considered increasingly important by the community, they need to be 
measured. 6 Mitchell and Carson ( 1989) introduce some of the methods that can. be used for 
quantifying the value of non-economic assets (or the value of economic assets in non!" 
economic use), usually through trying to measure the willingness to pay (WTP) by various 
members of society for enjoying such non-financial benefits. Contingent valuation (CV) and 
other techniques are still developing, but they are increasingly used as analytical aids for 
practical problems (Sinden 1993). 

6 Especta. J in tltc US, pressure for measurement in financial tenns comes in the form of liiwsuits over 
environmental damage (Bergstrom and Dorfman 19?4). 
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Even if the non-financial values attached to current use of water can (could) be 
satisfactorily derived, that starting set of values has relevance only within a narrow range of 
reallocating water. Since these values reflect perceived scarcities of the resource in a 
particular use, as the ex1ent of scarcity changes so would the value of the resource. Since 
community perception tends to change over time, the estimates are also subject to 
obsolescence. Administrative allocation of water to the most productive or socially desirable 
uses is complicated by this obsolescence of estimates that indicate where the most productive 
use is. 

If users are allowed to sell and buy allocations, there is scope for reallocation in a 
secondary market 7 which would improve the efficiency of use (provided that increased 
negative externalities do not cancel out the efficiency improvement). \Vhile a more efficient 
water allocation is in the community's interest, any margin that is charged in the secondary 
market will not accrue to the water supplier. The community may want to maximize the 
direct revenue from supplying water, to relieve taxpayers and/or spend on other, perhaps 
more deserving, sections of the population. 

The community docs not speak with one voice, rather through a variety of lobby 
groups Treasury Depattmcnts (State and Commonwealth) would have a role as the 
guardians of the economic interests of the whole community. However, Treasuries have their 
o\vn agenda~ they tend to concentrate on balancing the current account and place less 
emphasis on such issues as long-term economic growth or social objectives. Hence, they are 
nowadays strong champions of the 'user pays' principle and their preferences are not 
necessarily a good prox-y for broader community interests in setting water charges. 

It is sometimes suggested by water users that not only they should pay for the resource 
but, somehow, secondary beneficiaries should also be made to pay. 8 The counter argument is 
as follows: \Vhile investment in most economic activity has secondary benefits, it is not 
accepted practice to tax the latter, over the regular tax commitments, specifically to support 
resource use by primary beneficiaries in a particular locality. Secondary beneficiaries typically 
pay a fair market price for their resources and receive a fair market price for their output. If 
there is no super-normal profit, there is no justification for super-nom1al taxation. 

4.2 lntergenerational Interests 

4.2.1 Marginal-cost pricing 

Water users' and suppliers' short-term interests, those that tend to dominate decisions 
about resource use and the setting of water charges, .are not necessarily in accord with the 
long-term sustainability objectives of the broader community. To remedy that, current 
charges would have to reflect long-term, rather than current, scarcities and priorities. If 
charges are below the long-term opportunity cost, they encourage: 

i. the overuse of the resource at the present time, 
ii. the building up of demand for excessive supply capacity, and 

7 The primary market being between the supplier and the users. 
8 For example, if irrigated agriculture boosts the local economy other local businesses not directly involved in 

water usc (shopkeepers, insurance brokers, etc.) enjoy more custom. 
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iii. persisting with enterprise mixes and production technologies that may not maxirrJze 
~H>cial benefits from water use. 

Therefor c. long-run marginal costs are the theoretically desirable basis for setting water 
charges (Ng 1987)· the charge should be set at the cost of providing additional amounts of 
water in the future. 

The difficulty with marginal-cost pricing is that it is not very practical (Herrington 
1987, pp 65-69). Short-run marginal costs are more easily measurable than long-run ones, 
but are also much more unstable. as new investment makes them change radically. The long
run, ·smoothed out', marginal cost is difficult to determine, since ·future supply costs of, and 
demand for, water are both uncertain. 

For this reason, average costs of service provision in the immediate past tends to be 
used as the threshold for charge setting. As future costs of providing water typically exceed 
those in previous periods (i c., marginal costs exceed average costs), this practice underprices 
the resource. 

4.2.2 Conservation pricing 

The increasing scarcity of water is driven by population growth and growing 
community expectations about cleanliness, environmental uses and existence values. As long 
as t.his trend continues, it is desirable to provide some incentive to conserve water. Quiggin 
( 1988) found surcharges levied unifomtly on all users more effective and cheaper to institute 
and police than administrative limitations on resource use. Hence, water charges may include 
a component for the long-tenn opportunity cost, in addition to the full current costs of supply 
(including pollution surcharges to pay for externalities) or long-run marginal-cost based 
charges and its purpose is to provide an incentive for resource conservation. 

5 
HOW TO DETERMINE WATER CHARGES? 

The way water charges are detennined may be through a market mechanism or by 
administrative means. Using the latter, the identification and reconciliation of stekeholders' 
interests is required. 

5.1 Let the Market Decide 

Auctioning off all available water to users, each year, without long .. standing 
entitlements to water, would be a conceptually appealing way of finding the market-clearing 
price of water. The supplier could set a reservation price or revenue, below which it would be 
better off closing down supply, and it would maximize revenue from water sales as water 
would go to the highest bidder. The need for government subsidies could be minimized. 
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However, many factors go against such an approach. It is not a reasonable proposition 
where users have some type of property right in place over the allocations. While the 
allocation of water to the highest bidder and easy reallocation from one year to the next 
would mostly serve economic efficiency, the losing bidders may feel 'left out in the cold'. 
Auctions would introduce much uncertainty for the supplier too, as demand swings would 
fully impact on revenue flows. There is a potential for market failure, given the (typically) 
unequal bargaining po\vcr of the seller and buyers. Third-party interests unable, or un\llilling, 
to muster funds to bid for water would fall back to pressure-group tactics, increasmg the 
associated political risk. 

On balance, market mechanisms are perhaps more applicable to allocating and 
reallocating water entitlements, in a stage distinct from setting water charges, as the 
uncertainty caused by yearly auctions of all water may be seen as excessive. For the 
entitlement market to work, however, the method and level of water charges needs to be 
known with some certainty. 

5.2 Administrative Means 

In the end, some administrative intervention in setting water charges is unavoidable. 
The questions are: what is the best charging regime, and how should the level of charges be 
determined ? 

5.2.1 Charging regimes 

The way charges are formulated is almost as important in their effect on use as their 
level. Uniform rates (same charge for any quantity used) and single-part tariffs (whether a 
single base charge or a straight volumetric charge) are simple and predictable. As such, they 
are conducive for business planning by supplier and user alike. If not related to water use 
(e.g., only base charges applied, in proport10n to allocations), they would have little incentive 
value to conserve the resource. Purely v0mmetric charges (i.e., those related to actual use) 
send a price message if demand is price sensltive, but their variations may disadvantage the 
supplier through an uneven revenue stream. 

The consensus in the literature favouring multi-part tariffs (e.g., Saunders et al. 1977, 
Herrington 1987, Lyman 1992) is due to their capacity to account for stakeholders' different 
objectives in water supply best. Various components of the charge can represent capital 
investment, delivery costs, etc. \Vater users can be sensitized to the costs of installing 
additional capacity by setting charges according to peak system throughput. There is also 
scope within a multi-part tariffto include a component that represents WTP. To achieve both 
efficiency and equity objectives, the different characteristics of each scheme, user group, etc., 
must be allowed for, as well as changes from one year to the next. Where resource 
conservation is desirable, a progressively consumption-related component of the charge1 in the 
form of increasing block rates, can be introduced. Decreasing block rates can be used to 
encourage water use, although this is rarely an objective these days. 
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Seasonal rates are instruments for making users aware of temporary scarcities of water. 
Pollution surcharges are best suited for reducing non-point pollution by discouraging water 
use by all users in a location. A blunt instntment, but it may be the only one available. 

However, the greater number of parts in a tariff, the smaller their individual incentive 
value and the greater the potential for confusing water users. 

5.2.2 Determining the level of charge 

Administrative determination of water charges must, ideally} consider all stakeholders' 
interests in a fonnal way. If the water resource is plentiful, costs and benefits of supply to 
each user can be considered in isolation from other users' costs and benefits. However, if 
there is competition for a scarce resource, the consequences of trade-offs (Le.. the 
opportunity cost of taking water from one user and giving it to another) must also be 
accounted for. This is data intensive, and processing the information may require a complex 
model 

Data requirements of frequently updating water charges may be considerable in the case 
of some stakeholders' interests. One would expect costs of service to be known for each 
year, and the sales of water entitlements are usually to be reported to the authorities. 
However, regularly eliciting CTP and, especially, \VTP data of sufficient detail would be an 
expensive task. Hedonic pricing, based on actual bids for water entitlements, may be one way 
of updating an initial estimate of\VTP for a few subsequent years. 

Any charge that approximates a market price should reflect variations in the physical 
and economic environments (which variations of CTPIWTP) as well as the cost of service 
provision. The frequency of revising the water charge is a critical issue. Both water users and 
the service provider can reasonably expect some predictability in charge levels for planning 
their operations. Against the possibility of unexpected windfalls from quick adjustments of 
the charge in the favour of either party, there is the danger of quick adjustments in the other 
direction, divening revenue or expenditure from the target. Too slow an adjustment of 
charges in the past has been instrumental in delaying adjustment to changing market 
conditions and preventing the allocation of water to the highest-value use. 

A regulator must also appreciate the difference in humans' subjective perception of 
gains and losses. Knetsch ( 1993) summarized evidence of the psychological phenomenon that 
the feeling of loss makes the value of the thing lost to appear larger than the objective market 
value. Hence, changes in water charges may appear larger to ~losing' stakeholders than the 
objective change in their economic position. Since 'gainers' value their gains at the market 
value, the sum of perceived losses and gains with an equal market value is not zero. 
Calculation of the effects of such a change in the system that imposes losses on stakeholders is 
most complete with the use of 'aggrievement weights'. 

Reconciliation of stakeholders' interests and simultaneous optimization of their 
profits/benefits requires something like a multi-objective mathematical programming (MP) 
modeL Alternatively, a simulated social utility function may be constn1cted with a single
objective MP model where individual stakeholders are given distributional weights. The 
weights would have to be those of the highest-level political deci$ion makers over settiqg 
water charges. The philosophical basis of this approach is the assumption that politicians act 
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as fully empowered proxies for society. Functionally, it depends on political priorities being 
fom1ulated and declared in. advance, and then adhered to in decision making. 

Given the complexities of the modelled system, made up of physical* biological, 
economic and psychological componcntst the margm. of error on the socially optimal water 
charge can be large. Depending on the type of water use, the consequences of error may be 
dUlerent. \Vhere water use is not very price clastic (industry, base household demand in 
townst stock and rural domestic usc), it is not likely to be affected much by over- or 
undercharging. Given the proportion of water costs to total costs, users' welfare or efficicmcy 
losses from overcharging may not be very large. Undercharging would constitute a subsidy 
for users, but would affect water-conservation objectives only in the long run, by causing a 
departure tlom the socially desirable structure of water use. 

Irrigation, in particular, is different. Given the relatively hjgn price elasticity of demand 
for irrigation water (Herrington 1987. p. 92) and the large volumes involved, the pot~ntial 
efficiency loss caused by getting charges ~wrong~ is high in this type of water use. The 
physical effect of over- or undercharging is not only large but highly variable in the short .. run, 
due to seasonal conditions. Another issue is the value of environmental use of water; given 
the difficulties in estimating it. few valuations are above dispute.. Indeed, there are 
environmentalists who reject the consideration of economic/environmental tradeotfs 
altogether. and propose the application of the precautionary principle instead.9 This author is 
among those who argue that the socio-economic modelling of water supply and demand is 
well suited for measuring the opponunit.y cost of preferring fnon .. productive' ways of water 
use and makjng environmental~economic tradeofis explicit 

To be meaningful, analyses of the above kind require much data. Decision~ must be 
based on detailed information on the circumstances of the varlo1.1s stakeholders; .infotn1ation 
that takes time, personnel and money to collect. Cutting c.orners would reduce the reli~bility 
of the analytical results obtained from substandard data and make them easy prey for 
stakeholders unhappy with the decisions. 
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